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The eRects of atmospheric temperature and pressure on the p,-meson intensity are studied theoretically
for locations near sea level. The analysis is based on a unidimensional equation for the vertical diRerential
intensity of p. mesons, studied originally by Sands. The treatment is rigorous in the sense that it includes
the continuous production as well as the ionization losses of p mesons in the atmosphere. With the help of
a newly derived range spectrum of p mesons at production and the exact expression for the survival proba-
bility of p, mesons, a three-term regression formula for the relative changes of the p-meson intensity is de-
rived and discussed in detail. According to this formula, the relative intensity changes are correlated not
only with the average production height and the ground pressure (a customarily employed two-term corre-
lation) but also with the average tropospheric temperature. This additional correlation, resulting from the
ionization losses of p, mesons in the air, seems to remove some apparent difhculties in the interpretation of
experimental data. In particular, it seems to explain the discrepancies found in the decay coeKcients deter-
mined from diurnal and seasonal observations, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION production and of the ground pressure, respectively.
The coeKcients A II' and A ~' are often referred to as the
"decay" and "absorption" coeKcients, respectively.

Early investigations seemed to conhrm the approxi-
mate validity of the above regression formula. Du-
perier, ' ' in particular, found through the statistical
analysis of the observed data, that the ground pressure
and the height corresponding to the atmospheric depth
of 100 g cm ' were the controlling factors in the varia-
tions of cosmic-ray intensity at sea level. However, the
more recent studies by the same author, ' as well as
those by Dolbear and Klliot, ' have shown that the two-
term Eq. (1) is inadequate to account fully for the
variations of the cosmic-ray intensity at sea level. The
inconsistencies have not been explained quantitatively
in a satisfactory manner.

In this paper we attempt to give a more rigorous,
quantitative treatment of the problem outlined above.
In particular, the two following facts, neglected thus
far, are taken into account in present calculations:
(1) the fact that the ts mesons are produced conlsrsu

osssly throughout the atmosphere, and (2) the fact that
the p mesons suer ioeisation tosses during their pro-
pagation through air. As we shall see in the following
sections, the erst fact wiH justify and clarify the notion
of an average production layer for the bulk of p mesons,
and the second fact will introduce a third term into the
re,';ression form. ula discussed above. This additional term
will turn out to b primaril~I controHed b", the tempera-
ture changes in the Lamer atmosphere, where the ioniza-
tion losses "re rel'tively rr. .ore irrporta, nt than in tl.e
upper a,trv. ospI-, ere.

All consider;-, tions in tI. is paper apply only to the
vertical intensities (both differential and integral) of
p D;.esons measured at locations near sea level.

~ 'UMEROUS experiments' of the last two decades
have shown that the intensity of cosmic rays is

influenced by the atmospheric conditions existing during
the period of observation. It has been found from experi-
ments on the ground that the variations of the cosmic-
ray intensity are closely related to the changes of pres-
sure and temperature of the atmosphere above the
observer. While the pressure eGect indicates the de-
pendence of cosmic radiation on the amount of air
traversed, the temperature eGect has its origin in the
instability of p mesons' which form the preponderant
part of the penetrating component of cosmic rays at
sea level. The following simple argument shows quali-
tatively that an increase of the temperature causes a
decrease of the p-meson intensity at sea level. Each
ls meson produced at a certain atmospheric depth (i.e.,
at a given pressure level) has to travel the distance from
the production layer to the level of detection. An in-
crease of the temperature will increase this distance
and thus enhance the proba. bility of decay in tlight.
If all mesons were produced at the same atmospheric

depth, and if one could neglect their ionization losses,
the Auctuations in the height H, of a single pressure
level —the production level —would suSce to account
for the temperature eGect on the p-meson intensit~.
One could then express the v,;.ri-.tions of the p-meson

intensity I with an equation of t':;:e foHo. .vin„y t pe:

8I/I=Att'8II+A p'br(),

where 8II and 4xo are the vari'tions of the I;ei"Iit of
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r
* (1—P')&

m= exp — -- ds',
~zy CV

(2)

where v is the mean life of the p, meson at rest, and 2'0

the elevation of the point of observation. The factor
(1—P')& accounts for the relativistic time dilatation. It
is convenient to express the distance ds' in terms of
the increment of atmospheric depth dx'. Since dx'
=p(x')dz', one may write for Eq. (2)

G. SURVIVAL PROBABILITY OF y, MESOKS

In order to see the manner in which the temperature
of the atmosphere enters into the expression of the
p,-meson intensity, we must first consider the expression
for the survival probability of p, mesons. For a p, meson
produced at the elevation 2, and traveling vertically
toward the earth with the velocity cP, the survival
probability is given by~

1 (8
n~(R)= ——

i
—z ~=-

cr Ex, rp(xp+R)
(6)

appropriate to discuss the survival probability m in
terms of T(x') rather than in terms of p(x'), because
T(x') is a quantity that can be measured directly by
means of radio sondes.

By combining Eqs. (2'), (3), and (4) one may write
for the survival probability

g ~ o T(x') l'
~(»R)=exp — „~,I,—z ldx', (5)

crMg~, x' I x,—x' )
where x,=xo+R+b. Since 1/[x'(x, —x') 7= 1/[x, (x,
—x') j+1/(x,x') one may also express Eq. (5) as
follows:

io(x, R) =exp[n~(R)H(x)+n~(R)E(x, R)j, (5')

where

nx(R) = —(RB/Mgcrx, ', (6)dx
(2') andm (x, R) =exp ——

r~ p(x') p(R')

where now x and xo denote the atmospheric depths at
the points of production and observation, respectively;
p is the rest mass of the p meson, and p(R') is the
momentum at the depth x' expressed as a function of
the corresponding residual range R'=R+xo —x'. R is
the residual range of the p meson at the point of ob-
servation. It is useful to approximate p(R') by the
following analytical formula:

p, C 8
p(R) b+R'

(3)

where 8=53.5 g cm and b=56 g cm if R is measured
in g cm '; ~=constant=2. 07&10 '. With the nu-
merical values of the constants quoted above, Eq. (3)
is applicable for all p mesons with residual ranges R',
between 30 g cm—' and 6000 g cm ' air equivalent. In
this region, it reproduces the theoretical curve' within
an accuracy of one percent. Sinceal most all p mesons
recorded at sea level have residual ranges from 30 to
6000 g cm ', Eq. (3) may be considered as sufhcient
for the purposes of this paper.

The evaluation of Eq. (2') also requires the knowl-
edge of the vertical behavior of the air density p(x')
or of the atmospheric temperature 1.These two quan-
tities are related by the following equation:

x'/p(x') = tRT( )/Mxg,

where S is the universal gas constant, 3f is the effective
molecular v eight of air, and g is the acceleration of
gravity. If the temperature T(x') is measured in
absolute units, 61/Mg=2. 87&&10' cm/'C. It is more

61 t
*0 T(x')

H(x) =
i

dx',
~gg xl

(7)

t'~o T(x')
E (x, R) = x~

~

' dx .
xg x

(7')

The representation of m(x, R) given by Eq. (5') has
some advantages over those given by Eqs. (2') or (5).
The two terms in the exponent of Eq. (5') have a direct
physical significance. The function H(x), defined by
Eq. (7), represents simply the distance from the pressure
level xo (the ground) to the pressure level x (the pro-
duction level). The first term in Eq. (5'), exp[nliH (x}),
is the main term; it represents the survival probability
for a p meson produced at x and traveling the distance
H(x) with a axed momentum p(xo+R) [see Eq. (6)).
Since, for most mesons, x is considerably smaller than xo
the fixed momentum p (xo+R) will not diller significantly
from the actual momentum at production p(xo+R —x),
so that

pH (x)
exp[n~H (x)j=exp— 1

rp(xo+R —x) '

One recognizes in the right-hand side expression a for-
mula often quoted in the interature; it represents the
survival probability of p, mesons if one neglects their
ionization losses in the air. The second term in Eq. (5'),
exp(nzE), may be regarded as a corrective term ac-
counting for the iomisatioe tosses of p mesons in the air.
The function E(x, R), defined by Eq. (7'), will, in
general, depend not only on T(x) but also on the re-
sidual range of the p. mesons E. However, for suK-
ciently large R (say R& 1000 g cm '), E(x, R) may be
written roughly as

VSee, e.g., B. Rossi, Pigh Energy I'urticles (Prentice-Hall,
Inc. , New York, 1952), p. 157.' See reference 7, pp. 40-41.

E(x, R) =) T(x')dx';
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FIG. I.Vertical distribution of the annual mean of the tempera-
ture at 40'N geographic latitude plotted as a function of the
atmospheric depth. The curve was computed from the graph
given by B.Haurwitz and J. M. Austin in Climatology {Mcoraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc. , New York and London, 1944), p. 37.

by Sands and assume that differential intensity may be
represented by

i.(R)= ' G(R,)e I t—o(x, R)dx,

where I- is the absorption mean free path of the meson-
producing radiation and G(R,) is the range spectrum
of p mesons at production. G(R,) will be assumed to be
a function of the residual range R,=R+xe—x only W.e
shall use, for the purpose of this paper, the following
approximate expression for this function:

7.»X~04
G(R,)= (g

' cm' sec ' sterad ') (12)
(520+R,)'"

where R, is measured in g cm . This empirical formula
for the production spectrum of IM mesons has been de-
rived on the basis of more recent experimental data, "

i.e., in the case of fast mesons, the function E(x, R) is
closely related to the temperature averaged over the
region between the level of production and the ground.

For the numerical evaluation of Eq. (5') one needs
the function T(x') which will, in general, be different
for diferent seasons, different geographical locations,
etc. We have based our calculations of to(x, R) on the
annual average of T(x') for 40'N geographical latitude
(see Fig. 1).Figure 2 shows graphically the behavior of
the negative logarithm of this "average" survival
probability eersls the atmospheric depth x for various
residual ranges R and for xo=1000 g cm '.

In order to study the deviations from the average
survival probability, u„„(x,R), which are due to the
departure of the temperature from its annual mean, one
may
spec

o2f

Q4

ln wav

800 g cm-s

where

make use of the 6rst order perturbation with re
FIG. 2. ¹gative natural logarithm of the survival probability

t to T(x'). From Eq. (5'), one then gets of p. mesons produced at the atmospheric depth x and reaching
sea level with various residual ranges between 100 and 2000

g~(x R) ~„(x R)L& gH(x)+~ gR(x R)) (9) gem~. The curves corresPond to the annual mean of the vertical
temperature distribution at 40'N geographic latitude.

ill t. *o gT(x )
5H(x) =- —

~ Cx',
Mg~ x'

*' 5T(x')
bK(x, R) =x, dx'.

x,—x'

(10)

(10')

As we shall see in the next section, the above Eqs. (9),
(10), and (10') will be of primary importance for the
evaluation of the temperature coefEcient of the differ-

ential intensity of ~ mesons.

III. TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON THE COSMIC-RAY
INTENSITY AT SEA LEVEL

VVe now turn to our main problem: the evaluation
of the variations of the cosmic-ray intensity caused by
changes of atmospheric temperature. As we have men-

tioned in the introduction, we shall limit ourselves to
the case of the verruca, ~ intensities of the hard component
at sea leve1. Thus we may fol1ow the treatment given

bri, (R)= ' fnrioH(x)+crab%(x, R)jC (x, R)Cx, (13)
00

where we have put for short

C (x R) =G(R )e—*I toA, (x, R). (14)

M. Sands, Technical Report No. 28, Laboratory for Nuclear
Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1949 (un-
pub)ished); Phys. Rev. 77, 180 (1950).' For a detailed discussion on this subject, the reader is referred
to S. Olbert, thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
June, 1953 (unpublished).

and is believed to be slightly better than the expression
given by Sands. It is compatible with measurements at
50' geomagnetic latitude for the residual ranges at
production extending from R,= 100 g cm ' to R,= 7000

g cm
Let us discuss 6rst the case where the ground pres-

sure xs is kept corsstult. Then the variation of i„(R)
due to the temperature changes 8T(x') is given, ac-
cording to Eqs. (11) and (9), by
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In order to evaluate Eq. (13) we shall make use of the
mean value theorem which states that a de6nite in-
tegral of a product of two regular functions, say f(s)
and g(s), may be written as follows:

quently, we may write Eq. (13) as follows:

&)+(xi) I p

in(x, /x)C (x, E)dx
ln(xp/xi) ~ p

g(s)f(s)dh= g(&) f(s)ds,
4a ~a

where a&$&b. One can estimate the actual value of f
rather accurately if the following two conditions are
satisfied. : (1) g(s) is a slowly varying function in the
interval (a, b), and (2) f(s) displays a sharp maximum
in (u, b). One then finds, by expanding g(s) into a
Taylor series at P and neglecting the terms of second
order or higher, that

~p ~b
f(s)dz= sf(s)ds.

0 "a

or
b,i„/i„=~n~bH(x, )+«bK(h„z), (20)

where, according to Eq. (16),

p X{}
p

&0

xp= I xC (x, R)dx ~ 4(x, g)dh,J, "0
and

(22)

p
SQ

p
xp

xi= x 1n(xp/x)C (x, R)dx J ln(xp/x)C (x, E)dx,

(21)

/, &0

The error that one makes in Eq. (15) by applying the ~= f ln(x, /x)C (h, p)dh

ln(xp/xi)
p XP

C(x, E)dx . (23)
0
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above estimate of $ is of the order of

FIG. 3. Characteristic atmospheric depths x&(R) and x2(&} de-
6ned by Eqs. (21}and (22) and entering into the regression for-
mula for the temperature effect on the diQerential y-meson in-
tensity near sea level.

The three quantities, x~, x2, and y, according to their
definitions, are functions of the residual range R of
p mesons at xo. Figures 3 and 4 show these quantities
plotted versus E(100&8&4000 g cm ') for xp= M00

g cm '. Note that the factor p is practica11.y one for
all R&500 g cm '; note further that the atmospheric
depths x& and x2 are slowly decreasing functions of R.
%e shall discuss the physical significance of these re-
sults in Sec. V.

In order to give Eq. (20) a simpler physical inter-
pretation, it is useful to approximate the function
bE(x, R) by the following expression:

where

1 d'g(s)

2g(t)- «' -*-s

5

rP f(s)de=, s'f(s)ds.J. J.

h~ t' xe—xp )
bE:(x„Z)= ] ln

f
bT(x')dx';

x,-x, E x,—xp)

one may readily verify that the above formula is a
(18) good approximation to Eq. (10') if BT(x') does not

Evidently, the function C(x, R), defined by Eq.
(14), satisfies the condition (2) very well for R)100
g cm P; furthermore, according to Eq. (10'), the func-
tion 8E(x, R) satisfies the condition (1). Hence, we
may apply the method outlined above directly to the
second term in Eq. (13). We cannot apply it directly
to the first term, because the function II(x) displays
a logarithmic divergence at x=0. However, if we con-
sider separately the functions BH(x)/ln(hp/x) and
C (x, R)ln(xp/x), rather than the functions 8H(x) and
C (x, E), we readily verify that these two functions do
satisfy conditions (1) and (2), respectively. Conse-

}.05-
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~000
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FiG. 4. I"actor y(R) dered by Eq. (23} and entering into the
regression formula for the temperature eEect on the differential
p,-meson intensity near sea level.
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Pro. 5. The coe%cients ug and AB correlating the differential
and integral intensity changes with the variations of the mean
production he!ght; aII and A~ are plotted versus the residual
range R and the cut-o8 thickness R0, respectively.

vary too strongly with x' in the region between xp and
xo. In this case Eq. (20) simplifies to

pT4/4 ari (R)bH (xi)+ aK (R)PbT (x2) jAvq (24)
where

air (R) =nlr (R)y (R)

ale(R) = —ln
Mgcrx, (x,—xp)

$0

bT(x')dx'.
xp —x2~~g

LBT(x2)jA, ——

Equation (24), although not so accurate as Eq. (20),
gives us an insight into the problem in question: The
temperature effect on the diGerential intensity i„at
sea level can be described by means of a two-term re-
gression formula. The variations of i, are correlated
with the variations of the height of xi, and the varia-
tions of the temperature averaged between x2 and xp.
Figures 5 and 6 show the coeKcients a~ and a~ plotted
eersgs the residual ranges R.

%'e conclude this section with a few remarks con-
cerning the temperature effect for the ietegra/ intensity
near sea level, I,. Evidently one obtains an expression
applicable to this effect by integrating Eq. (20) or
Eq. (24) over all residual ranges R above a certain
cut-o8 value, Ro, determined by the experimental
arrangement, vis. :

bzI„(Rp) = t arr(R)i„(R)BHdR
Rp

pt)0

+ '

ax (R)i„(R)(bT) A„dR. (26)
~up

Since the functions bH and (bT)A„vary slowly with
respect to R, Eq. (26) may be evaluated by means of
the mean value theorem. Thus, according to Eqs. (15)
and (16),

where
00

arr, ir(R)i„(R)dR;
I„(Rp)~ no

&rr, ir(Ro) =

xi ——xi(Ri), xo ——xo(Ro);

r'

aII, z&vaR = ' Rase, zsvd~.'~
p

'
&op

Figures 5 and 6 show the coeKcients AII and A~ plotted
against the cut-oG range Rp. These curves are conveni-
ent for comparative purposes with experimental ob-
servations. UVe shall return to them in Sec. V.

The numerical values of xi and x2 for the case of
I„(Ro) may be estimated directly from Fig. 3 where
one has to take those values of xi and x2 which corre-
spond to the average residual ranges, R» and R2, re-
spectively. One 6nds that xi will lie somewhere between
115 and 110g cm ', and x2 between 190 and 160 g cm ',
depending on the experimental value of Rp.

Ro g cm (oir equivalent}
2000 3000

('c) '

,002B—

('C) '

.0007

.0024—

.00)6-

.QOI2—

t .0004-

-OK(R) —AK(RO}

3000 g cm e

Fio. 6. The coeKcients c~ and A~ correlating the differential
and integral intensity changes with the variations of the mean
temperature of the troposphere; e~ and Art are plotted versus the
residual range R and the cut-o8 thickness R0, respectively.

IV. PRESSURE EFFECT ON THE COSMIC-RAY
INTENSITY AT SEA LEVEL

To complete the discussion of the atmospheric effects
on the cosmic-ray intensity, it remains to evaluate the
effect of the atmospheric pressure. This evaluation
may be carried out by a method analogous to that dis-
cussed in the preceding section. If the temperature
overhead is kept constant, the partial variation of the
di(ferential intensity i, (R), due to the changes of the
ground pressure xp, is given by

bai„= (ai„/c)xo)bxo.

Assuming that i„may be represented by Eq. (11), one
finds by diGerentiation

p$0

pri = G(R)e " +)' 8/r)xoL)nG(R, )
D

+)nw(x, R)jcdx exp. (28')
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The 6rst term in Eq. (28') is negligible at sea level. The
two last terms may be evaluated by means of the mean
value theorem discussed previously. By substituting
Eqs. (12) and (5) for G(R,) and w(x, R), respectively,
one gets

fpi„/o„= ap(R)Sx„

where the "pressure" coefficient u~ is given by

3.58 80!~
+y H(xg)

xo+R—xo+520 oixo

the sea level pressure, xo, vis. :
ping

8T(x')dx'
xo x2 $2

(3) the departures from the mean pressure at sea
level, bxo. The numerical values of the two characteristic
pressure levels, x~ and x2, are to be taken from Fig. 3.
For the numerical values of the three coefFicients, uII,
u~, and a~, one is referred to Figs. 5, 6, and 7.

(b) Atmospheric Effect on the Integral Intensity

8 Similarly to case (a), the total variation of the in-
+a~ + L~x'+(x'» R)~' (30) tegral intensity near sea level is given by~gxo ~xo

A p(Ro) = ap(R)i„(R)dR
I„(Ro)4 zo

(31)

The behavior of A~, as a function of Ro, is shown in
Fig. 7.

Before concluding this section, we should like to
point out that the coefficient G~ ls dllectly related to
the measurements on the altitude dependence of the
differential intensity i„; according to its de6nition, a~
simply represents the slope of the intensity-depth
curve. Therefore, referring to Eq. (30), the observed
values of up may be alternately used as part of the data
needed for the determination of the range spectrum at
production G(R,).

The evaluation of Eq. (30) with help of Eqs. (6) and
(7') shows that the erst term above is predominant.
We have computed the pressure coeKcient a~ for
100&R&4000 g cm—' under the assumption that the
temperature, T(x), is given by Fig. 1. The result is pre-
sented in Fig. 7, where a~ is plotted eersgs R.

For the convenience of the reader we have also com-
puted the pressure coefficient of the integral intensity,
i.e., the quantity AII= —3.15 percent per km,

A~= —0.059 percent per 'C,

A~= —1.79 percent per cm Hg. (34)

In order to determine the above coefficients experi-
mentally, one has to correlate the observed changes in
I„with the three atmospheric variables 8H (xq),
[8T(xo)j«, and 8xo. The characteristic pressure levels,
Sj and x2, have now practically 6xed values: x~ 115
g cm ', and $2 190 g cm ', if the amount of shielding
above the detector is of the order of a few hundred
grams per square centimeter. It is worth mentioning
that the pressure level x2 nearly coincides with that of
the tropopause at moderate latitudes. This implies that
the vertical average of the temperature changes above
the observer (5T) A„, extends only over the region of the

oI„/I„=A~SH($~)+ADJT(xo) jA„+Aphxo. (33)

Here the coefIIcients A~, A~, and A~ are constant
quantities for a given experimental arrangement. Their
numerical values will be, however, diGerent from case
to case, depending on the amount of shielding material
above the detector. Taking 400 g cm ' air equivalent of
shielding material as a typical case, we 6nd from Figs. 5,
6, andi

V. SUMMARY —COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

(a) Atmospheric Effect on the Differential Intensity

According to the results obtained in Secs. III and
IV, the total variation of the differential intensity near
sea level may be represented by a three-term regression
formula, vis. :

bi„/i„= aJIoH(xg)+axg5T(xo))A„+apbxo, (32)

Ro~
0

I

g, cm

4028—

~0024

QOI6

Xei2

I000
I

g cm toi& equivalent)
2000 3000 4000

I I. I

g'cmo
—.00I4

—.00IO

—.0004

i.e., the fractional changes in i„are correlated with the
following variables of the atmosphere:

(1) the departures, 8H(xq), from the mean height of
the pressure level x~(R);

(2) the departures from the mean temperature over-
head averaged between the pressure level xo(R) and

.CO04— —.0002

- dp (R1
I

I000
I. I

2000
I I

3000 g cm s

-Ap{Ro)

FIG. 7. The coe%cients ap and A p correlating the differential
and integral intensity changes with the variations of the sea-level
pressure; ap and A p are plotted ~&ersls the residual range R and
the cut-oG thickness Eo, respectively.
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troposphere, and does not include the temperature of
the stratosphere.

( (8T)A„)
8I,/I. =

i
A~+A~ i8II+A p8xs,

8a ) (35)

one sees that the so-called "decay" coefBcient of Eq.
(1), A&', is related to our coefficients A& and Az by
the equation

AII'= A~+ Ax[(8T) A„/8II]. (36)

The ratio (8T)A„/8P will depend, of course, on the geo-

graphic location, the season during which the experi-
ment was performed, etc. Meteorological observations
indicate that, for moderate latitudes, the above ratio
will have on the average the following approximate
values:

for diurnal departures of (T)A„and II from their means:

[(8T)A„/8P)sin, „~~50'C/km,

for seasonal departures of (T)A„and II from their means:

[(8T)A,/8II)„„,„,l 20'C/km.

It follows that the decay coeKcient Az' will be dif-

ferent depending on whether it is inferred from the
diurnal or the seasonal changes of the intensity. Accord-
ing to Eqs. (34) and (36), one would expect for A~' in
these two cases: .

[AH fdlnl11al —6.1%pCI km,

LAss jseasonal —4.3% Per km.

Indeed, the diurnal and seasonal decay coeKcients
estimated above are in substantial agreement with

these observed experimentally. For instance, Dolbear
and Elliot' deduced for All' the values —5.7 percent

(c) Comparison with Experiments

As we have mentioned in the Introduction, it has
been customary to correlate the observed variations of
the p-meson intensity to only two atmospheric vari-
ables, bH and bxo. Lack of knowledge of the third
variable (8T) A„, makes an exact comparison of our re-
sults with those found experimentally impossible. How-
ever, the following semiquantitative considerations
appear to indicate substantial agreement between ob-
servations and theory.

In the 6rst place, our value of 115 g cm ' for the
"mean pressure level" of p-meson production is iri

agreement with the observations. For example, A Du-
perier obtained the best correlation between changes
in cosmic-ray intensity and changes in the height of a
given pressure level by choosing a value of this pressure
level in the proximity of 100 g cm—'.

In the second place, if one writes Eq. (33) in the form

km ' and —3.6 percent km 'from the daily and monthly
correlations, respectively. "

Regarding the pressure effect on the p-meson in-
tensity, we shall limit ourselves to the remark that the
values of the pressure coeKcient Ap, given in Fig. 7,
seem to be in essential agreement with those observed
experimentally. The agreement may be considered as a
partial check for the consistency of the assumptions
made about the production spectrum. of p mesons [see
Eqs. (11) and (12)).

In conclusion we would like to discuss brieQy the
problem of the so-called "positive temperature effect."
As we have mentioned in the Introduction, recent ob-
servations by Duperier have shown that the two-term
regression formula given by Eq. (1) was inadequate to
account fully for the observed variation of the cosmic-
ray intensity. The analysis of the correlation coefB-
cients indicated that there must be an additional
atmospheric variable which, together with B and xo,
plays a controlling role in the intensity variations.
Duperier assumed this variable to be the temperature
of the pressure layer between 100 and 200 mb (lower
stratosphere). Hence, he replaced Eq. (1) by the
following:

8I/I=A~8II+Ar8T+A p8xp, (37)

where 8T is the deviation from the mean of the tem-
perature of the 100-200 mb pressure layer, and the
other symbols have the same meaning as before. The
temperature coeKcient A~, deduced from the observa-
tional data, turned out to be positive (Az ——+0.12 per-
cent per 'C). Duperier attempted to interpret this
positive temperature e6ect as due to the competing
processes of nuclear capture and decay of x mesons.
However, a quantitative estimate of the eGect of these
processes, based on more recent data for the mean life
and the cross section for nuclear capture of ~ mesons,
has shown that the observed value of Az is much too
high to be ascribed exclusively to the Qnite life span of x
me sons.

It is interesting to compare Duperier's regression
formula, Eq. (37), with that given by Eq. (33). Since
the coefficients A& and A& determined by Duperier
are roughly in numerical agreement with those calcu-
lated in this paper, the ratio (8T) A„/8T should be equal
to Az/Alr. The value of our coefficient Ax is about
—0.06 percent per 'C while the experimental value of
Az is 0.12 percent per 'C from which it follows that
(8T)A„/8T 2. The negative sign—of the ratio (8T)A„/8T

is not in contradi". tion with the general behavior of the
free atmosphere. For it is well known that the warming
of the troposphere [(8T)A, positivej is, as a rule, ac-

"In the experimental arrangement used by Dolbear and Elliot
the threefold counter coincidence set was inclined at 45 to the
vertical. Therefore the results of these authors are to be corrected
before being compared with the results corresponding to the ver-
tical intensity. It can be shown, however, that this correction is
not crucial, and can be neglected in our semiquantitative dis-
cussion.
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companied by a cooling of the lower stratosphere (8T
negative) and vice versa. The magnitude of the above
ratio is probably too large. However, a knowledge of
the actual values of (5T) A„ for the period. and location of
Duperier's experiment is needed to check our results
quantitatively.

In view of the above discussion we conclude that the
additional term, Ax(8T)A„, in the regression formula

may possibly remove the apparent variability of
Elliot's decay coeKcient as well as the anomalous value
of Duperier's coeflicient for the positive temperature
effect, An experimental verification of this conclusion

would be desirable. Unfortunately, because of the
strong correlation between hH and (hT)A„, it will be
very dificult to separate experimentally the effects
caused by oH from those caused by (5T) A„.

The author would like to express his gratitude to
Professor Bruno Rossi for his interest and assistance
in the preparation of th~s paper, and to Professor H.
Elliot and Professor A. Duperier for their criticisms. The
author is also grateful to Professor J. M. Austin of the
Meteorology Department at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology for valuable discussions concerning meteor-
ological data.
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Multiple cores in cosmic-ray air showers are dificult to observe because of the overlapping of the cores.
After transition to equilibrium with water the cores are much smaller and readily identified. Decoherence
measurements of the coincidences between pulses in ionization chambers have been made for depths in
water from 0 to 3 meters and with separation of the chambers up to 6 meters. The decoherence measure-
ments are consistent with an average air shower at 9000 feet which has about 20 cores within a distance of
about S meters from the shower's center.

INTRODUCTION

sEVERAL experiments have been performed to
study the structure of the extensive showers in

cosmic rays. Calculations' based on the hypothesis of
the cascade origin of these showers have been shown
to be in agreement with experiments performed with
Geiger counters' and ionization chambers. ' It has
been proposed by Lewis, Oppenheimer, and Wout-
huysen' that the originating particles are produced in
nucleon-nucleon collisions with high multiplicity.
Hence, the resulting showers should have multiple
core's corresponding to the multiplicity of the events.
However, experiments" failed to detect any multi-

plicity in the cores of the extensive showers. These
negative results have been explained by Blatt. s He
pointed out that statistical Quctuations in experimental
data are responsible for this apparent agreement be-
tween Moliere' distribution and the experimental data.

Fretter and Ise' have reported another type of ex-
periment to detect the presence of multiple cores, using
water as an absorber and Geiger tubes as detectors. The
experiments were carried out by Barrett, ' and results
were reported to agree with the single core distribution.

In the research reported here, another experimental
arrangement was applied to study further the structure
of the shower cores. Water was used as an absorber and
fast ionization chambers as detecting instruments. The
reason for these two choices can be explained as follows:

In water, the characteristic quantities for electron
showers are quite diQ'erent from those in air. Table I
gives numerical values of the characteristic quantities
for electron showers in both materials.

The unit r& was introduced by Euler and Wergeland'
as a convenient unit for studying the spatial distribu-

TABLE I. Characteristic quantities for electron showers
in air and water.
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